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Abstract. We present an analysis of the variability of the liquid Arctic

freshwater (FW) export, using a simulation from the Community Climate

System Model Version 3 (CCSM3) that includes passive tracers for FW from

different sources. It is shown that the FW exported through the western Cana-

dian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) comes mainly from the Pacific and from North

American runoff. The variability of the FW export from both of these sources

is generally in phase, due to the strong influence of variations of the veloc-

ity anomaly on the CAA FW export variability. The velocity anomaly in the

CAA is in turn mainly governed by variations in the large-scale atmospheric

circulation (i.e., the Arctic Oscillation). In Fram Strait, the FW export is

mainly composed of Eurasian runoff and FW of Pacific origin. The variabil-
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ity of the Fram Strait FW export is governed both by changes in the veloc-

ity and in the FW concentration, and the variability of the FW concentra-

tion from the two largest sources is not in phase. The Eurasian runoff ex-

port through Fram Strait depends strongly on the release of FW from the

Eurasian shelf, which occurs during years with an anticyclonic circulation

anomaly (negative Vorticity index) and takes 3 years to reach Fram Strait

after leaving the shelf. In contrast, the variability of the Pacific FW export

through Fram Strait is mainly controlled by changes in the Pacific FW stor-

age in the Beaufort Gyre, with an increased export during years with a cy-

clonic circulation anomaly (positive Vorticity index).
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1. Introduction

The upper Arctic Ocean contains a large volume of freshwater (FW) relative to the

mean salinity of the Arctic Ocean, due to the large amount of river runoff it receives and

the inflow of low salinity Pacific surface water through Bering Strait. This FW storage of

84,000 km3 is about 10 times larger than the annual FW input or export from the Arctic

[Serreze et al., 2006]. A release of part of this FW to the North Atlantic through Fram

Strait and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) has the potential to influence the

strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (MOC) [e.g., Aagaard et al.,

1985; Aagaard and Carmack , 1989; Weaver et al., 1993; Häkkinen, 1995; Lohmann and

Gerdes , 1998; Holland et al., 2001; Rennermalm et al., 2006, 2007; Arzel et al., 2008],

provided it can reach the interior Labrador and/or Greenland seas where deep water for-

mation takes place [e.g., Myers , 2005; Gerdes et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2008; Nilsson et al.,

2008; Condron et al., 2009; Dodd et al., 2009]. Within the Arctic Ocean, changes in the

distribution of FW can lead to changes in the stratification of the water column [Schlosser

et al., 2002] and to a regional disappearance of the cold halocline [Steele and Boyd , 1998;

Martinson and Steele, 2001; Björk et al., 2002; Schlosser et al., 2002; Newton et al., 2008].

This has implications for the ice/ocean heat exchange and the state of the Arctic sea ice

[Martinson and Steele, 2001]. Furthermore, the river water entering the Arctic Ocean also

carries nutrients and contaminants (e.g., lead, pesticides, and radionuclides [e.g., AMAP ,

1998; Harms et al., 2000; Macdonald et al., 2005]), due to agricultural and industrial ac-

tivities in their drainage basins. Changes in the distribution of FW from different sources

therefore also affect the nutrient and contaminant transport within and from the Arctic
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Ocean, with important implications for the marine environment [e.g., Macdonald et al.,

2003].

Due to a lack of long term observations, the variability of the liquid FW export from the

Arctic Ocean is not well understood. Previous work has shown that changes in the large-

scale atmospheric circulation affect the position and size of the Beaufort Gyre, which leads

to changes in the distribution of FW in the Arctic Ocean due to changes in the Ekman

transport [Hunkins and Whitehead , 1992; Proshutinsky et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003;

Häkkinen and Proshutinsky , 2004; Karcher et al., 2005; Newton et al., 2006; Köberle and

Gerdes , 2007; Condron et al., 2009; Proshutinsky et al., 2009; Jahn et al., 2010a]. Whether

these changes in Ekman transport in the Beaufort Sea are also the main reason for changes

in the liquid FW export from the Arctic Ocean is still a topic of active research [Zhang

et al., 2003; Karcher et al., 2005; Köberle and Gerdes , 2007; Arzel et al., 2008; Condron

et al., 2009; Lique et al., 2009; Jahn et al., 2010a]. The results from these recent studies,

however, do not yet agree on the mechanisms underlying the variability of the FW export,

with some suggesting a large influence of atmospheric forcing on the FW export [Zhang

et al., 2003; Karcher et al., 2005; Koenigk et al., 2007; Condron et al., 2009; Jahn et al.,

2010a], while others find no clear response to the atmospheric forcing [Köberle and Gerdes ,

2007; Arzel et al., 2008; Lique et al., 2009].

Given that the FW exported from the Arctic comes from many different sources, with

different pathways and different travel times to Fram Strait and the CAA, the variability

of the liquid FW export is a complex combination of the variability of FW from all these

sources. In fact, observations show that the concentrations of FW from different sources

in Fram Strait show large variations from year to year [e.g., Falck et al., 2005; Rabe et al.,
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2009; Dodd and Hansen, 2009]. Furthermore, observations also indicate that a decrease

in the FW concentration from one source is often compensated by FW from a different

source [Rabe et al., 2009; Dodd and Hansen, 2009], so that the total FW export is not in

phase with the FW export from individual sources. In order to understand the dynamics

that lead to changes in the liquid FW export from the Arctic, the variability of FW from

different sources needs to be investigated separately.

Salinity alone is not sufficient to separate the FW export into contributions from differ-

ent sources; thus, other tracers are needed. Most ocean models, however, do not include

the geochemical tracers that are used to separate water samples into different water masses

(e.g., δ18O, total alkalinity, nitrate, phosphate, silicate, dissolved barium). As a substi-

tute, passive dye tracers have been used to track runoff and/or Pacific water in some

model studies [e.g., Weatherly and Walsh, 1996; Nazarenko et al., 1998; Maslowski et al.,

2000; Karcher and Oberhuber , 2002; Harms et al., 2000; Newton et al., 2008; Gao et al.,

2009]. These tracers, however, have never been used to specifically study the FW export

variability. Furthermore, FW contributions from sea-ice melt and sea-ice formation have

not previously been accounted for in models, so that it has not been possible to separate

the FW export into FW from all significant sources in model simulations.

The main purpose of this article is to fill this gap in the literature by studying the

mechanisms that lead to the interannual variability of FW export from individual sources.

To this end, we include passive tracers for FW from all Arctic sources in the ocean model

of the CCSM3. The results presented in this article show how and why the export of FW

from different sources varies from year to year, and how the variability of FW from the

different sources leads to the total variability of the liquid FW export from the Arctic. In
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a complementary study, seasonal changes in the Fram Strait export are described in Jahn

et al. [2010b].

The outline of this article is as follows: The model simulation is described in section

2, and the simulated FW budget, the contribution of FW from different sources and the

residence times of FW from different sources are presented in section 3. In section 4

we analyze the interannual variability of the FW export from individual sources. The

atmospheric forcing of the FW export variability is described in section 5. Conclusions

and a summary are presented in section 6.

2. Methods

2.1. Model

The CCSM3 is a fully coupled general circulation model, which conserves energy and

mass and does not use flux adjustments. The atmospheric component of the CCSM3 is

the Community Atmosphere Model version 3 [CAM3; Collins et al., 2004, 2006b]. This

model has a spectral truncation of T85 (about 1.4◦× 1.4◦). The ocean component of the

CCSM3 is based on the Parallel Ocean Program version 1.4.3 [POP; Smith and Gent ,

2004]. It has a free surface, includes the Gent-McWilliams [Gent and McWilliams , 1990]

and K-profile [Large et al., 1994] parametrizations of mixing, and uses a 3rd-order upwind

advection scheme with a leapfrog time step. It has a 1◦ rotated orthogonal grid, in

which the North Pole is displaced to Greenland, and 40 vertical levels, ranging from a

thickness of 10 m at the surface to 250 m at depth. Surface processes that lead to a FW

flux (runoff, precipitation, evaporation, sea-ice melt, and sea-ice formation) are added

to the ocean through virtual salt fluxes, using a reference salinity of 34.7, which is the

global average salinity. The sea-ice component of the CCSM3 is the Community Sea
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Ice Model version 5 [CSIM5; Briegleb et al., 2004], which is a dynamic-thermodynamic

model that includes a subgrid-scale ice thickness distribution [Thorndike et al., 1975],

energy conserving thermodynamics [Bitz and Lipscomb, 1999], and elastic-viscous-plastic

(EVP) dynamics [Hunke and Dukowicz , 1997]. The land component of the CCSM3 is the

Community Land Model version 3 [CLM3; Oleson et al., 2004; Dickinson et al., 2006].

Except for the river routing scheme, which has a 0.5◦ resolution, CLM3 uses the same

resolution as the atmospheric model. A more detailed description of the CCSM3 is given

in Collins et al. [2006a].

2.2. Tracers

To follow the path of liquid Arctic FW from different sources, we included 12 passive

tracers in the POP ocean model, accounting for all of the FW sources in the Arctic Ocean.

These include tracers for FW fluxes from river runoff into the different Arctic shelf seas,

sea-ice melt, sea-ice formation, precipitation and evaporation over open water areas, and

for the FW inflow from the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. All tracers are conservative, and

their time evolution is described by the same advection/diffusion equations as used for

salinity and temperature. For consistency with the virtual salt fluxes in the model, the

tracers are added relative to the same reference salinity (34.7), and all FW fluxes in this

study are also calculated relative to 34.7. The difference in the FW fluxes associated with

this choice of reference salinity compared to the commonly used reference salinity of 34.8

[Aagaard and Carmack , 1989] is small, and is quantified in section 3.

Tracers were added as surface fluxes for (i) river runoff into the different shelf seas

(Barents, Kara, Laptev, East Siberian, Beaufort, and Lincoln seas), (ii) the precipita-

tion/evaporation into/from the open-water fraction of the Arctic Ocean, and (iii) the FW
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flux due to sea-ice melt and sea-ice formation within the Arctic Ocean. Note that the

river discharge field in the CCSM3 is distributed over the shelf seas instead of entering in

the ocean grid box nearest to the coast (see Fig. 1 for the input patches for the runoff

and the borders of shelf seas used for the runoff tracers). This spreading of the runoff is

necessary because the simulated ocean circulation over the shelves is sluggish compared

with observations [Newton et al., 2008], and runoff would otherwise accumulate at the

river mouths. The sea-ice formation tracer keeps track of the amount of FW removed

from the surface ocean when sea ice forms (which has a salinity of 4 in the CCSM3).

The melt tracer accounts for the FW flux due to melting sea ice. It also includes small

contributions from the (i) runoff of rain that falls on the sea-ice, (ii) runoff of snow melt

on the surface of the sea ice, and (iii) surface snow that falls into the water during sea-ice

ridging. For the oceanic FW inflow into the Arctic Ocean through Bering Strait (Pacific

FW tracer) and through Fram Strait and the Barents Sea Opening between Norway and

Svalbard (Atlantic FW tracer), the tracers were added as interior source terms (see Fig. 1

for the definition of the ocean boundaries). The tracer input at these boundaries is equal

to the FW flux that enters the Arctic Ocean through these straits, relative to the reference

salinity of 34.7.

The runoff, precipitation, sea-ice melt, and Pacific FW tracers are positive because

they add FW to the Arctic Ocean. The sea-ice formation and evaporation tracers, on

the other hand, are negative because these processes remove FW from the water column.

The Atlantic FW tracer can be either positive or negative, depending on the salinity of

the FW inflow. However, except for the Norwegian Coastal current that carries FW into

the Barents Sea, the salinity of the Atlantic inflow is generally larger than or equal to
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the reference salinity, so that, on average, the Atlantic FW tracer is negative. Due to the

presence of these negative FW tracers, the contribution of FW from individual sources

can be more than 100% of the total FW.

To account for the recirculation of tracers, any FW tracer that enters the Arctic Ocean

from the Greenland, Icelandic, and Norwegian (GIN) seas is subtracted from the Atlantic

FW tracer that is added. The FW tracers therefore account for all the FW present in the

Arctic Ocean surface water once steady-state has been reached. Note that the Atlantic

FW tracer is mainly located below the halocline in the Arctic Ocean, which leads to a

much longer spin-up time compared to the other tracers. As a result, the negative Atlantic

FW tracer has not yet reached equilibrium in this simulation, and the sum of the FW

tracers can therefore reach more than 100% of the FW calculated from the salinity (see

section 2.3).

Due to stronger gradients in the individual FW tracer fields compared to the gradients

in the salinity field, the diffusive tracer fluxes are larger than the diffusive salinity fluxes.

This results in some differences between the FW distribution calculated from salinities

and the FW distribution calculated from the sum of the FW tracers. One example is

a too large Atlantic FW tracer concentration in the upper layers of the East Greenland

Current (EGC), due to upward diffusive fluxes from the much higher concentration of

Atlantic FW tracer at depth compared to the surface. At the same time, the other tracers

penetrate deeper, due to downward diffusive fluxes. This has some effect on the calculated

FW fluxes based on the FW tracers at Fram Strait, as discussed in section 3.1.

In observational data, geochemical tracers (e.g., salinity, δ18O, silicate, total alkalinity,

barium, phosphate, and nitrate) are used to separate the water mass into Pacific, Atlantic,
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meteoric (runoff plus precipitation), and net sea-ice melt (NSIM) contributions. The

NSIM is the sum of FW fluxes due to sea-ice melt and sea-ice formation, and it therefore

gives the amount of net sea-ice melt in the history of a water mass. It is often negative,

as on average sea-ice formation is larger than sea-ice melt within the Arctic Ocean, due to

the sea-ice export. To compare our results with observational data, we also calculate the

NSIM FW fraction from the simulation. However, as seen in section 4.2, the dynamics

of the NSIM FW export sometimes cannot be understood without separating it into

contributions from sea-ice melt and sea-ice formation. For this reason, we also discuss the

sea-ice formation and sea-ice melt tracers when necessary. For simplicity, we also combine

the precipitation and evaporation tracer into a net precipitation tracer in the following

sections, except where the dynamics of the individual tracers are very different from the

net.

2.3. Simulation

We perform a 140 year long simulation with constant atmospheric CO2 concentrations.

This run is initialized from the end of year 399 of the 1990 CCSM3 equilibrium simulation

(simulation b30.009). This CCSM3 control integration is part of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project, 3 (CMIP3) archive and was discussed in the IPCC-AR4 [IPCC ,

2007]. The mean climate of the 1990 equilibrium simulation for the years 400–500, when

equilibrium has been reached except for small changes in the deep ocean, is described in

detail in Collins et al. [2006a]. It should be noted that the climate in this 1990 equilibrium

simulation is warmer than the mean observed climate of the 20th century because it is in

quasi-steady-state with the climate forcing. This results in a mean climate that is roughly

comparable to the simulated mean climate of the early 21st century, with an intensified
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hydrological cycle over the Arctic as well as thinner Arctic sea ice than in a 20th century

simulation with the same model. We perform an equilibrium simulation, instead of a

transient simulation for the 20th or 21st century, to isolate the effect of the atmospheric

forcing on the liquid FW export variability, without any disturbances from changes in

the liquid FW input into the Arctic associated with enhanced greenhouse gas forcing [see

Holland et al., 2006b].

The concentrations of the tracers in the Arctic Ocean increase rapidly during the first

two decades of the simulation, with a more gradual increase in the third and fourth decade.

Around simulation year 440, the tracers reach their spun-up state for all tracers except

the Atlantic tracer (not shown), which takes well over 100 years to reach steady state

because most of it is found below the halocline, where the renewal time is much longer

than for the surface ocean. All results presented in the following are for simulation years

440 to 539 (100 years). Due to the still increasing Atlantic tracer concentration over the

course of the simulation, the total Arctic FW export calculated from the sum of the FW

tracers is on average 10% larger than the FW export calculated from salinity, as some

salty water of Atlantic origin below the halocline is not yet “tagged” (see section 3.1).

3. Arctic FW budget

The simulated Arctic FW budget of the CCSM3 during the 20th century is discussed

in detail by Holland et al. [2006b]. It was found to be in general agreement with the

observational budget of Serreze et al. [2006], which is shown as third column in Table 1.

The main difference between the CCSM3 FW budget and the observational FW budget

is a larger simulated liquid FW export through Fram Strait and a smaller simulated

liquid FW export through the CAA. The simulated river runoff is generally larger than
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in observations, which in turn leads to fresher than observed Pacific water inflow through

Bering Strait (a mean of 31.2 in the model versus 32.5 in observations). This means

that the FW input into the Arctic is larger than observed, which leads to a larger than

observed simulated FW export. Most of this FW export occurs through Fram Strait, as

only one CAA channel in the location of Barrow Strait is open in the model; Nares Strait

and the many other smaller channels in the CAA are closed, due to the model resolution

(see Fig. 1). The simulated FW flux through the CAA is therefore only representative

for the western CAA, and the simulated Fram Strait flux includes the FW flux through

both Fram Strait [about 2400 km3/yr, according to Serreze et al., 2006] and Nares Strait

[about 788 km3/yr, according to Münchow et al., 2006].

The FW budget calculated here (Table 1) is very similar to the one of Holland et al.

[2006b], except for a larger liquid FW export through Fram Strait and a smaller sea-ice

export. These changes are consistent with the warmer climate in the 1990-equilibrium

simulation compared to the mean of the transient 20th century simulation of Holland

et al. [2006b]. In addition, FW fluxes are calculated relative to a reference salinity of 34.7

here (as opposed to 34.8 in Serreze et al. [2006] and Holland et al. [2006b]), for reasons

explained in section 2.2. This leads to a smaller liquid FW flux through Fram Strait and

a larger liquid FW flux through the Barents Sea Opening (see Table 1 for details).

The oceanic transport through Fram Strait consists of the export of fresh and cold

polar water in the EGC and the inflow of warm and salty water in the West Spitzbergen

current. The variability of the simulated Fram Strait liquid FW transport is dominated

by the outflowing branch (r=0.98; p<0.05 for all correlation coefficients given in this

article), and most of the FW in Fram Strait is located above 247 m. Below 247 m the
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outflow through Fram Strait is a source of FW for the Arctic, as the salinity of the deep

outflow is larger than the reference salinity. The southward FW flux through Fram Strait

is therefore larger in the top 247 m compared to that for the full depth (by 1804 km3/yr).

In the remainder of this article, we will investigate only the FW transport in the top

247 m that is directed out of the Arctic Ocean, as our main goal is to better understand

the variability of the fresh polar water export from the Arctic. The exact choice of the

integration depth, however, does not affect the general conclusions of this study. In the

CAA, the simulated transport is always directed out of the Arctic and the section through

the CAA is only 247 m deep at the deepest point. Consequently, this approach has no

effect in the CAA.

3.1. Contributions from different sources to the FW export

By using the FW tracers, we can quantify the contribution of FW from each source

to the total FW export (calculated from the salinity). These percentages are shown in

Table 2. Averaged over the years 440-539 of the simulation, the FW tracers account for

94% of the Fram Strait FW export calculated from the simulated salinity in the upper 247

m, and 105% of the FW export through the CAA. In both cases the difference between the

sum of the FW tracer exports and the FW export calculated from the salinity is mainly

due to the contribution of the Atlantic FW tracer. In the CAA, the export of negative

FW of Atlantic origin is still increasing at the end of the simulation because it has not yet

reached its equilibrium. The negative Atlantic FW export is therefore not large enough to

balance the positive FW from other sources, so that the sum of all tracers is larger than

100% (see section 2.2). In Fram Strait, on the other hand, the FW concentration based

on the salinity is larger in the top 150 m than the FW concentration derived from the sum
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of the FW tracers. This is due to a too large concentration of the Atlantic FW tracer in

the top 150 m, due to upward diffusive fluxes of this tracer (see section 2.2). This error

leads to an overall smaller FW export calculated from the FW tracers than from salinity

if the FW fluxes are calculated over the upper 247 m only. Over the full depth, where the

vertical distribution of the Atlantic tracer is not important, the FW flux calculated from

the tracers makes up 111% of the Fram Strait FW export calculated from salinities, due

to the still increasing concentration of the Atlantic tracer in the export at depth.

The simulated FW export through Fram Strait is mainly composed of sea-ice melt

water (153%), river water (73%), and Pacific FW (48%), with a smaller contribution

from precipitation (21%). Most (88%) of the river water exported through Fram Strait

comes from Eurasia (see Table 2), and only 12% comes from North America (Beaufort

and Lincoln seas (see Fig. 1), which will henceforth be referred to as runoff from North

America). The export of negative FW from sea-ice formation (−167%), evaporation

(−16%), and of salty Atlantic water (−18%) reduce the total FW flux. If we only consider

NSIM (as done in observations), the largest contribution to the Fram Strait FW export

comes from Eurasian runoff (64%) and Pacific FW (48%), and NSIM contributes only

−14% of the Fram Strait FW export.

In the CAA, most of the FW exported comes from sea-ice melt (122%), followed by

Pacific FW (59%), and river runoff (39%). The runoff is mainly (82%) of North America

origin and contains only 18% of Eurasian runoff (see Table 2). Negative FW from sea-

ice formation (−115%), evaporation (−4%), and Atlantic water (−3%) reduce the liquid

FW export through the CAA. If we combine sea-ice melt and sea-ice formation, the
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contribution of NSIM is 7% of the FW export, and the dominant sources of FW are

Pacific FW (59%) and North American runoff (32%).

In this simulation, about 2/3 of the Pacific FW that enters the Arctic through Bering

Strait leaves through Fram Strait, and 1/3 of it leaves through the CAA. About half of

the simulated North American runoff that enters the Arctic leaves through CAA, and the

rest through Fram Strait. The runoff from Eurasia on the other hand leaves the Arctic

mainly (97%) through Fram Strait, with only 3% leaving through the CAA. Due to the

closed Nares Strait in the CCSM3, the export of Pacific FW and North American runoff

through Fram Strait is likely overestimated by the CCSM3. Observations show that the

Nares Strait FW export is made up mainly of Pacific FW, with smaller contributions from

North American and Eurasian runoff [Jones et al., 2003]. Opening Nares Strait in the

model should therefore decrease the concentration of the simulated Pacific FW and North

American runoff in Fram Strait. It would also likely increase the Eurasian runoff export

through the total CAA. As mentioned earlier, the discussion of the FW fluxes through

the CAA in this study is therefore only applicable to the western CAA, and the simulated

Fram Strait FW fluxes include the FW export through both Nares Strait and Fram Strait.

3.2. Comparison with observations

The simulated Eurasian runoff makes up only 0.9% of the volume export through the

CAA, which agrees reasonably well with results from Taylor et al. [2003], who found no

Eurasian river water in the western CAA. For Fram Strait, Taylor et al. [2003] found no

evidence of Mackenzie water. This agrees with the very small contribution of only 0.2%

Beaufort Sea runoff to the Fram Strait volume export, which is within the error estimate

of the data [Taylor et al., 2003]. The model shows a ratio of 2.3 : 1 between the long-term
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mean meteoric FW export and the solid FW export due to the sea-ice export through

Fram Strait, which compares well with the 2 : 1 ratio found by Bauch et al. [1995b] and

Meredith et al. [2001]. The slight overestimation of meteoric water relative to the solid

FW export is likely due to the smaller simulated sea-ice export than at present, associated

with the thinner than observed sea ice in the warmer climate of this simulation. As noted

above, some of the meteoric FW in Fram Strait should also leave through Nares Strait.

The model simulates a large interannual variability of the Pacific FW export through

Fram Strait, but the Pacific water fraction is never as small as reported by Falck et al.

[2005] for 2004. This might be a consequence of the larger than observed Pacific FW

input and/or of the closed Nares Strait. Overall, the model captures many features of

the FW composition of the export well. This is also shown in Jahn et al. [2010b], where

the simulated seasonal variability and spatial distribution of FW from different sources in

Fram Strait are discussed.

3.3. Residence and transport times

The residence time of water in the Arctic (also called flushing time) is commonly calcu-

lated as the ratio between the storage of water from a given source and the mean annual

input of water from that source. For the Arctic halocline, this calculation yields a resi-

dence time of around 10 years [e.g., Östlund and Hut , 1984]. This agrees well with the

simulated residence time of 11 years for the FW in the top 247 m of the Arctic Ocean.

River runoff is found to have a mean Arctic residence time of 11 years in the simulation,

which agrees well with values of 11–15 years derived from observational and other model

results [Bauch et al., 1995a; Prange and Gerdes , 2006]. The simulated residence times

vary for river runoff into the different shelf seas, from 20 years for river runoff into the
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East Siberian Sea to 7 years for river runoff entering into the Kara and Lincoln Sea, with

intermediate values of 14 years for the Barents Sea runoff, and 12 years for the Beaufort

and Laptev Sea runoff. At 21 years, Pacific FW has the longest simulated residence time

in the Arctic Ocean, which is due to the storage of a large portion of the Pacific FW in the

Beaufort Gyre (see section 5). A long residence time of Pacific FW in the Arctic Ocean

agrees with geochemical tracer observations, which yield an estimated residence time of

11 ± 4 years for Pacific water [Yamamoto-Kawai et al., 2008].

The minimum advective transport time of FW from different sources to Fram Strait and

the CAA can be estimated by examining the time it takes the tracers to first reach these

straits at the beginning of the simulation. We find that Pacific FW first appears in Fram

Strait after 6 years. North American runoff reaches Fram Strait after 7 years. Eurasian

runoff is present in Fram Strait after 3 years, with Kara Sea runoff arriving first (after 3

years), followed by Laptev Sea and Barents Sea runoff after 4 years, and East Siberian

runoff after 6 years. As these are minimum transit times, and observational estimates give

mean residence and transit times, a direct comparison with observations is not possible.

However, a minimum transit time for East Siberian runoff to Fram Strait on the order of

6 years is supported by observational estimates of the mean residence time of 3.5±2 years

for river water on the Eurasian shelves [Schlosser et al., 1994] and a transport time of 2–3

years in the Transpolar Drift Stream (TDS) from the East Siberian shelf to Fram Strait

[Rutgers van der Loeff et al., 1995].

Pacific FW reaches the CAA after 4 years. Due to the proximity of the Mackenzie river

discharge to the CAA location in the model, river water from North America is present in

the CAA from the start. The first Eurasian runoff reaches the western CAA after 6 years.
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This runoff originates from the East Siberian Sea, and is followed by Laptev and Kara

Sea runoff (9 years), and by Barents Sea runoff (15 years). Transport times of Eurasian

runoff to Nares Strait should be much shorter. Atlantic FW first appears in the CAA

after 15 years, but contributes little to the outflow through the CAA.

4. Interannual variability of FW export from different sources

As seen in Fig. 2, the simulated FW export has a large interannual variability. The

variability of the total FW export (black lines in Fig. 2) is caused by the sum of the

variability of FW from different sources. In the CAA (Fig. 2b), the FW exports from

the two largest sources, Pacific FW and North American runoff, are in phase and have a

correlation of r=0.64. In Fram Strait (Fig. 2a), the FW export from the two largest FW

sources, Eurasian runoff and Pacific FW, are not in phase and also do not have a simple

lagged correlation.

The interannual variability of the FW export can be due to changes in the velocity

and/or changes in the salinity of the outflow, which in turn can be driven by density

gradients, sea surface height (SSH) gradients, and/or large-scale or local atmospheric

circulation patterns. In addition, changes in the input of FW can either directly affect

the FW export variability (with a certain lag) or accumulate in the Arctic over many years,

which decouples the input anomaly from the export anomaly. In the following, we will

investigate the mechanisms that cause the variability of the FW export from individual

sources, in order to understand the variability of the FW export in Fram Strait and the

CAA, as well as the differences between the two straits.

4.1. FW input versus FW storage changes
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Although the long-term averaged FW inputs are balanced by FW exports, the simulated

variability of the FW export from the Arctic is generally not correlated with changes in

the FW inputs (black lines in Fig. 3). This means that the Arctic Ocean decouples the

variability of the FW input and export by storing FW for variable lengths of time. A

small exception is the Bering Strait FW inflow, which has a moderate influence on the

simulated FW export variability (r=0.32 at a 4-year lag of the export behind the inflow;

Fig. 3a).

The effect of interannual changes of the FW input on the variability of the FW storage

in the Arctic Ocean differs strongly for FW from different sources (light grey lines in

Fig. 3). Whereas the FW input from NSIM and net precipitation (and also from sea-

ice formation, sea-ice melt, evaporation, and precipitation individually; not shown) has

a large effect on the storage of FW from these sources in the Arctic, the variability of

the FW input from runoff has only a very small effect on the storage of runoff in the

Arctic Ocean. For the Pacific FW, changes in the inflow have some effect on the storage

of Pacific FW in the Arctic, but much less than for NSIM and net precipitation. This

means that temporal changes in the storage of runoff and Pacific FW in the Arctic Ocean

are more strongly linked with the variability of the FW exchange with the North Atlantic

than with the variability of their FW input. The Arctic storage of FW from NSIM and

net precipitation on the other hand is influenced mainly by changes in their input.

4.2. FW concentration versus velocity anomalies

In order to investigate the contribution of velocity and FW concentration anomalies

to the interannual variability of the FW export, we split the FW export (FFW ) into a
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time-mean component and three time-varying terms:

FFW = 〈CFW 〉〈v⊥〉+ v′
⊥
〈CFW 〉+ C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉+ C ′

FW v′
⊥
, (1)

where v⊥ is the velocity component perpendicular to the strait and CFW is the concen-

tration of FW relative to the reference salinity. Primed variables stand for temporal

anomalies and variables in brackets stand for time mean values. Accordingly, 〈CFW 〉〈v⊥〉

is the FW flux through a strait due to the mean FW concentration advected by the mean

velocity, v′
⊥
〈CFW 〉 is the FW flux due to the advection of the mean FW concentration

by the velocity anomaly, C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉 is the FW transport associated with the advection of

FW concentration anomalies by the mean flow, and C ′

FW v′
⊥
is the FW flux due to the

advection of FW concentration anomalies by velocity anomalies. As C ′

FW v′
⊥
is very small,

it is not discussed in the following.

In Fram Strait, the FW export anomalies driven by FW concentration anomalies

(C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉) and velocity anomalies (v′
⊥
〈CFW 〉) are of approximately equal importance

for the variability of the total FW export (see Table 3 and Fig. 4a). In the CAA, velocity

anomalies dominate the variability of the FW export, with a much smaller influence of

FW concentration anomalies (see Table 3 and Fig. 4b). This agrees with model results

of Lique et al. [2009], but not with model results of Köberle and Gerdes [2007] and Jahn

et al. [2010a], who found no large influence of FW concentration changes on the variability

of the Fram Strait FW export.

The different relative importance of FW concentration changes for the FW export vari-

ability through Fram Strait and the CAA explains why the FW export from all sources is

largely in phase in the CAA, but not in phase in Fram Strait. In the next two subsections,

we analyze the variability of the FW export from individual sources to further understand
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the difference in the FW export variability between the two straits, and to see how FW

from different sources contributes to the FW concentration changes.

4.2.1. Fram Strait

In Fram Strait, changes in the concentration of Eurasian runoff, Pacific FW, and NSIM

explain a much larger percentage (>70%) of the variance of the FW export from each

individual source than velocity changes (see Table 3 and Fig. 5a, c, d, g). This is

surprising, given that (i) the Eurasian runoff and the Pacific FW are the two largest

individual FW sources of the Fram Strait FW export, and (ii) the velocity and FW

concentration anomalies contribute approximately equally to the variability of the total

FW export in Fram Strait. However, the simulated FW concentration anomalies in Fram

Strait from individual sources tend to partially balance each other (see Fig. 5), so that

the total FW concentration anomaly in Fram Strait is reduced. Velocity changes, on

the other hand, impact all FW sources at the same time, so that the resulting exports

from distinct sources co-vary positively. This fundamental difference between FW export

anomalies driven by velocity and by FW concentration anomalies is the reason why the

concentration anomalies explain a much larger percentage of the variance of the FW

export from individual FW sources than of the total FW export through Fram Strait.

Overall, the variability of the export of Pacific FW, of runoff from North America,

from eastern Eurasia (Laptev and East Siberian seas), and from western Eurasia (Barents

and Kara seas), of NSIM, and of net precipitation through Fram Strait is dominated by

changes in the concentration of FW from these sources (see Table 3 and Fig. 5a, b, c, d,

g, h). However, in contrast to NSIM and net precipitation, the variability of the export

of FW from sea-ice melt, sea-ice formation, evaporation, and precipitation individually is
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affected by both concentration and velocity anomalies (Table 3). Being able to separate

NSIM and net precipitation into their individual contributions is therefore important.

4.2.2. CAA

As shown in Fig. 6a, b, e, f and Table 3, the largest part of the variance of the

export of Pacific FW, North American runoff, sea-ice formation FW, and sea-ice melt

FW through the CAA is explained by velocity anomalies. Concentration changes only

dominate the variability of the FW export due to NSIM and Eurasian runoff (Fig. 6c, d, g

and Table 3). For precipitation, evaporation and net precipitation, both FW concentration

and velocity anomalies contribute to the export variability of FW through the CAA.

Overall we find that concentration changes have a larger influence on the FW export

variability of FW from individual sources than for the total CAA FW export, but velocity

anomalies still dominate the variability of the FW export from all large individual FW

sources. Furthermore, the sum of the concentration anomalies from Pacific FW, Eurasian

runoff, North American runoff, and net precipitation nearly balance each other, due to

an out-of-phase relationship between the concentration of Pacific FW and concentrations

of FW from Eurasian runoff, North American runoff, and net precipitation. The total

CAA export anomaly due to FW concentration changes is therefore small, and is almost

identical to the NSIM concentration anomaly (r=0.88). We will analyze what is driving

these FW concentration and velocity anomalies in section 5.2.

5. Atmospheric forcing mechanisms of the FW export variability

As shown in section 4, changes in the FW input do not directly cause the variability of

the FW export, except for a small part of the Pacific FW export variability. Furthermore,

it was shown that the variability of the CAA FW export is mainly controlled by velocity
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anomalies, with only a small influence of FW concentration anomalies. In Fram Strait, on

the other hand, velocity and FW concentration anomalies are equally important for the

variability of the total FW export. In this section, we investigate the forcing mechanisms

that cause the variability of the FW concentration and velocity in both straits. We find

that the atmospheric forcing has a strong a impact on the liquid FW export variability,

as shown, for example, by the spatial correlation pattern of the sea level pressure field

(SLP) with the liquid FW export through Fram Strait (Fig. 7a) and the CAA (Fig. 7f).

However, while the CAA FW export is mainly affected by large-scale atmospheric forcing

resembling the Arctic Oscillation (AO) or the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the

Fram Strait FW export is affected mainly by the atmospheric forcing over the central

Arctic Ocean (see Fig. 7a, f). This difference is due to the much larger influence of FW

concentration anomalies on the variability of the FW in Fram Strait than in the CAA,

because the FW concentration is mainly affected by SLP changed over the central Arctic

(see Fig. 7c, h). The variability of the velocity in both straits, on the other hand, is mainly

affected by the large-scale atmospheric circulation (see Fig. 7b, g). In the following, we

will further investigate these forcing mechanisms and their effect on the variability of FW

concentration and velocity in both straits.

5.1. Fram Strait

FW concentration anomalies in Fram Strait are largely caused by changes in the FW

distribution upstream. Model results have shown that during phases of increased FW

export through Fram Strait the concentration of FW along northern Greenland is in-

creased [Köberle and Gerdes , 2007; Condron et al., 2009; Jahn et al., 2010a]. Using the

FW tracers, we find that especially the Pacific FW concentration is strongly increased
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north of Greenland during times when the Pacific FW concentration in Fram Strait is high

(Fig. 8c). This simulated increase of Pacific water along the CAA and northern Green-

land associated with an increased Pacific FW concentration in Fram Strait is in agreement

with observational results of Jones et al. [2003] and Newton and Sotirin [1997]. To a lesser

extend, Eurasian runoff (Fig. 8a–b), North American runoff (Fig. 8d), NSIM, and net

precipitation (not shown) also show an increase in the FW storage north of Greenland

when their concentration in Fram Strait is high. For Pacific FW, North American runoff,

NSIM, and net precipitation, this is associated with a weaker Beaufort Gyre (Fig. 8c–d).

This leads to a reduction of Ekman pumping, so that FW is released from the Beaufort

Gyre [e.g., Proshutinsky et al., 2002], which leads to the accumulation of FW previously

stored in the Beaufort Gyre along the North American coast. The increase of the Eurasian

runoff in Fram Strait and north of Greenland, on the other hand, is not associated with

changes in the strength of the Beaufort Gyre, but with changes in the storage of Eurasian

runoff on the shelves and changes in the path and strength of the TDS. This is not sur-

prising, as the Eurasian runoff is mainly stored on the Eurasian shelves instead of the in

Beaufort Gyre (see Fig. 8a–b). We find that the concentration of FW from eastern and

western Eurasian runoff along northern Greenland is increased if the off-shelf transport

of Eurasian runoff from the Laptev Sea is decreased (Fig. 8a). This is associated with

a more cyclonic upper branch of the TDS (the part of the TDS directly adjacent to the

Beaufort Gyre). At the same time, the lower branch of the TDS (the part of the TDS

directly adjacent to the Barents Sea shelf break) is strengthened. The fundamental dif-

ference between the conditions under which Pacific and Eurasian FW distributions in the
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Arctic Ocean change explains why the Fram Strait FW export from these two sources is

not in phase.

As shown in Fig. 7d–e, the variability of Eurasian runoff and Pacific FW concentration

anomalies in Fram Strait is linked to the variability of SLP over the central Arctic Ocean.

However, the maximum correlation of the SLP field with the Eurasian runoff and Pacific

FW concentrations in Fram Strait has opposite signs and occurs at different lags (Fig. 7d–

e). This suggests that the above described changes in the FW distribution in the Arctic

Ocean are best captured by an index that describes the atmospheric circulation in the

central Arctic Ocean, rather than by larger-scale atmospheric indices like the AO or NAO

index. We use here the Vorticity index, which describes shifts between cyclonic and

anticyclonic circulation regimes in the Arctic [Walsh et al., 1996], but the SLP at the

North Pole gives similar results. Following Dmitrenko et al. [2008], the Vorticity index is

calculated as the numerator of the finite difference Laplacian of the SLP in a radius of

500 km region around 85◦N and 125◦E (see green circle in Fig. 1). When the Vorticity

index is positive, the atmospheric circulation in the central Arctic Ocean is cyclonic, with

surface winds aligned with the Laptev Sea coast (see Fig. 9a). When the Vorticity index is

negative, the atmospheric circulation in the central Arctic is anticyclonic, and the surface

winds blow offshore in the western Laptev Sea (see Fig. 9b).

We find that the spatial pattern of the correlation between the Vorticity index and the

FW storage in the Arctic Ocean has a dipole (see Fig. 10a), with positive correlations

north of the CAA and Greenland and in most parts of the EGC, and with negative

correlations in the western East Siberian and Laptev seas and in the region just north

of the Eurasian shelf. This means that Eurasian runoff, especially from eastern Eurasia,
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leaves the shelf during negative Vorticity index phases due to the offshore wind (Fig. 10b).

Due to the cyclonic circulation anomaly over the central Arctic, Pacific FW, and to a lesser

extent North American runoff, NSIM FW, and net precipitation FW, is released from the

Beaufort Gyre during positive Vorticity index phases. Furthermore, while Eurasian runoff

reaches Fram Strait with a 2–3 year delay after leaving the shelf (not shown), much of the

FW released from the Beaufort Gyre reaches Fram Strait within 1 year. Consequently,

the correlation of the Vorticity index and the total FW concentration anomaly in Fram

Strait has a maximum positive correlation at a zero-to-one year lag due to the release

of Pacific FW and other FW from the Beaufort Gyre during the positive Vorticity index

phase. This is followed by a maximum negative correlation at a 3-year lag of the FW

concentration anomaly behind the Vorticity index due to the reduced off-shelf transport

of Eurasian runoff during positive Vorticity index phases (see Table 4 for the exact values

of the correlation coefficients for all FW sources).

These simulation results for the relationship between the Vorticity index and the storage

of FW on the Eurasian shelf are in agreement with a recent analysis of Russian hydro-

graphic data on the Laptev and East Siberian shelves by Dmitrenko et al. [2008], who

found the same relationship between FW storage on the Laptev and East Siberian Shelf

and the Vorticity index. In fact, the cross-correlation plot between the Vorticity index

and the FW storage shown in Fig. 10a matches the features shown in Fig. 9 of Dmitrenko

et al. [2008], except for higher correlation coefficients of up to r=0.7 in Dmitrenko et al.

[2008], compared to a maximum of r=0.4 found here. Dmitrenko et al. [2008] also used

the summer Vorticity index and the summer FW storage, whereas Fig. 10a shows the an-

nual Vorticity index and FW storage. If we use summer (JJAS) means, the same pattern
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emerges in the eastern Arctic, but we miss the positive correlation between the Vorticity

index and the FW storage along the coast of North America and Greenland and in the

east Greenland current, which is the result of the winter Vorticity index (not shown).

The variance of the velocity-driven FW export is determined mainly (81%) by changes

in the east-west SSH gradient across the EGC, which affects the geostrophic flow through

Fram Strait. The variance of the SSH gradient in turn is found to be mainly (61%)

controlled by changes in the SSH on the eastern edge of the EGC. The variability of

the SSH on the eastern edge of the EGC is related to changes in the inflow from the

Atlantic (r=−0.53) and changes in the salinity of the inflow (r=−0.43). This suggests

that changes in the Atlantic inflow through Fram Strait can affect the geostrophic export

from the Arctic through Fram Strait. This is in agreement with results from Köberle

and Gerdes [2007], who found that a decrease in the salinity of the Atlantic inflow in the

1960s led to very low volume exports in the EGC during that time, due to changes in the

steric height gradient across Fram Strait. The strength of the meridional wind in Fram

Strait also influences the southward velocity in Fram Strait, as shown by a correlation of

r=0.55 between the meridional wind and the velocity-driven FW export anomaly. The

intensity of the meridional wind is in turn set by the east-west SLP gradient between

Greenland and the western Barents Sea (r=0.98). Through changes in the SSH gradient

across Fram Strait and in the meridional wind forcing, the large-scale atmospheric forcing

affects the velocity driven FW export anomaly. Figure 7b shows that the SLP pattern

correlated with the velocity anomalies of the FW export in Fram Strait is similar to the

NAO pattern. However, the velocity anomaly in Fram Strait also has a correlation with

the Vorticity index (see Table 4).
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Due to the relationship between the Vorticity index and the FW concentration and

velocity anomalies of the FW export in Fram Strait, the Vorticity index and the total

liquid FW export through Fram Strait have a maximum correlation of r=0.37 at zero-

year lag and r=−0.43 at a 3-year lag of the FW export behind the Vorticity index.

5.2. CAA

As shown in Fig. 7f–g, the CAA FW export as well as the velocity driven FW export

anomaly in the CAA are affected by large-scale atmospheric forcing resembling the AO,

in agreement with results of Koenigk et al. [2007] and Jahn et al. [2010a]. Consequently,

the highest correlation between an atmospheric index and the CAA FW export is found

for the AO index, with a maximum of r=0.47 for a zero-to-one year lag of the CAA FW

export behind the AO index (for the 3-year running means). This correlation of the CAA

FW export is entirely due to the link between the AO index and the velocity-driven CAA

FW export anomaly (r=0.54 at zero-year lag). The AO index and the FW concentration-

driven CAA FW export anomaly have no significant correlation.

The AO affects the variability of the ocean velocity in the CAA through its impact on

the SSH gradient between the Beaufort Sea and Baffin Bay (r=0.46 at a 1-year lag of

the SSH gradient) and on the along-strait wind forcing (r=0.58 at zero-year lag), as these

two factors are found to drive the variability of the ocean velocity in the CAA. In our

simulation, changes in the SSH gradient between the Beaufort Sea and northern Baffin Bay

SSH explain 82% of the variance of the ocean velocity. This is in general agreement with

observations [Prinsenberg and Bennett , 1987; Kliem and Greenberg , 2003] and previous

model results [Newton et al., 2008; Jahn et al., 2010a]. The variability of the SSH gradient,

in turn, is mainly influenced by changes of the SSH in Baffin Bay (r2=0.70), with SSH
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changes in the Beaufort Sea accounting for a smaller fraction of the variability (r2=0.26).

Extremely high or low simulated volume fluxes through the CAA are, however, always

due to changes in the SSH in both regions (one example is the very low FW export in year

474 visible in Fig. 2b). Note that the SSH changes in the Beaufort Sea are mainly due

to steric height changes associated with FW storage changes in the Beaufort Gyre (not

shown). Consequently, FW storage anomalies in the Beaufort Gyre have some influence

on the variability of the velocity in the CAA. In addition to the SSH gradient, the along-

strait wind forcing in the CAA also explains 15% of the variance of the ocean velocity in

the CAA. For the total FW export through the CAA, the SSH gradient can explain 84%

of the variance and the along-strait wind forcing can explain 12%.

Beside the effect on the steric height in the Beaufort Sea, changes in the strength of

the Beaufort Gyre also affect the FW concentration anomalies in the CAA. We find that

during times when the Beaufort Gyre is weakened, the concentration of Pacific FW in the

CAA is increased (Fig. 11a) because Pacific FW is released from the Beaufort Gyre due

to weaker Ekman pumping. An increase in the concentration of FW from North American

runoff in the CAA, on the other hand, is associated with a coastal cyclonic circulation

anomaly in the Beaufort Sea, together with a stronger Beaufort Gyre (Fig. 11b). This

causes the runoff to stay closer to the coast, instead of spreading out into the Beaufort

Sea (Fig. 11b). The concentration of Eurasian runoff in the CAA is also increased during

times when the Beaufort Gyre is stronger, because of more Eurasian runoff entrainment

from the TDS (Fig. 11c, d). For the same reason, the concentration of FW from sea-ice

melt and formation in the CAA is also increased during times of a stronger Beaufort Gyre

(not shown). However, due to differences in the distribution of FW from sea-ice melt and
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formation (the Eurasian shelf is an ice factory), the concentration of FW from sea-ice

formation in the CAA increases more than FW from sea-ice melt. As NSIM is positive

in the CAA at most times, this larger increase in FW from sea-ice formation than from

melt leads to a smaller concentration of NSIM in the CAA during periods of a stronger

Beaufort Gyre (not shown).

The difference between the conditions that cause increased concentrations of Pacific

FW in the CAA compared to increased concentrations of FW from North American and

Eurasian runoff explains the out-of-phase relationship between the Pacific FW concen-

tration export anomaly and the FW export anomaly due to concentration changes of

FW from runoff, which was mentioned in section 4.2. These FW concentration anoma-

lies therefore cancel each other, and the total FW concentration anomaly in the CAA is

roughly equal to the NSIM FW concentration anomaly (see section 4.2). Hence, a positive

FW concentration anomaly exists in the CAA during times when the Beaufort Gyre is

weak.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Using a 140-year long 1990-equilibrium-simulation from the CCSM3 that includes FW

tracers, we showed that the liquid FW export through Fram Strait is mainly due to

Eurasian runoff (64%) and Pacific FW (48%), with smaller contributions from negative

Atlantic FW (−18%), NSIM (−14%), North American runoff (9%), and net precipitation

(5%). In the CAA, the liquid FW export mainly consists of Pacific FW (59%) and North

American river runoff (32%), with smaller contributions from Eurasian runoff (7%), NSIM

(7%), net-precipitation (3%), and negative Atlantic FW (−3%).
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The interannual variability of the simulated Fram Strait FW export is driven by both

changes in FW concentration and in velocity (which explain 36% and 43% of the variance,

respectively). Due to a different mechanism behind the variability of the FW export

from individual sources, the variability of the Fram Strait FW export shows no simple

relationship with any large-scale atmospheric indices.

The largest correlation of the Fram Strait FW export with an atmospheric index is

found for the Vorticity index (in a 550 km radius around 85◦N and 125◦E), which affects

mainly the FW concentration in Fram Strait. For the total FW export through Fram

Strait the correlation with the Vorticity index is r=0.37 at zero-year lag and r=−0.43 at

a 3-year lag of the FW export behind the Vorticity index (for the 3-year running means).

This two-peak correlation pattern is due to the two-fold effect of the atmospheric vorticity

in the central Arctic Ocean on the different FW storage reservoirs: (i) Due to a release of

Pacific FW from the Beaufort Gyre during years with a positive Vorticity index (cyclonic

circulation anomaly), the Pacific FW concentration in Fram Strait increases within a year.

(ii) The transport of river water off the Eurasian shelf is decreased during years with a

positive Vorticity index [as also shown by Dmitrenko et al., 2008, in observational data],

which then affects the concentration of Eurasian runoff in Fram Strait about 3 years later.

The correlation of the Fram Strait FW export with the AO index is lower than with

the Vorticity index, which shows that for the FW export through Fram Strait the local

atmospheric conditions in the central Arctic Ocean are more important than the large-

scale atmospheric circulation pattern. The southward velocity variability in Fram Strait,

on the other hand, is driven largely by changes in Atlantic inflow, which affect the SSH on
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the eastern edge of the ECG. These changes are related to large-scale atmospheric forcing

resembling the NAO.

In the CAA, the velocity-driven FW export variability explains most (78%) of the

variance of the simulated liquid FW export, with a smaller role of FW concentration

changes (11%). Due to the dominant role of the velocity, the variability of the CAA

liquid FW export is mainly driven by SSH changes between the Beaufort Sea and Baffin

Bay (84%), with a smaller contribution from the along-strait wind (12%). As the SSH

gradient and the along-strait wind are correlated with the AO index, the 3-year running

mean of the total liquid CAA FW export also has a correlation of r=0.47 with the AO,

at a 1-year lag of the FW export behind the AO index.

A higher cross-correlation with the AO index in the CAA compared to Fram Strait

agrees with results of Jahn et al. [2010a] obtained from the University of Victoria Earth

System Climate Model (UVic ESCM). However, Jahn et al. [2010a] found generally higher

cross-correlations between the AO index and the FW export, and a lag of 2–6 years in

Fram Strait, in contrast to what is found here. This difference might be partly due to the

difference between model generated winds (CCSM3) and prescribed NCEP winds (UVic

ESCM). More importantly, however, is the fact that changes in the FW concentration were

found to be equally important for the variability of the Fram Strait FW export in the

CCSM3 simulation, but were not important in the UVic ESCM simulation [Jahn et al.,

2010a]. We suggest that these differences in the importance of the FW concentration

anomalies might be due in part to the lower vertical resolution of the UVic ESCM (top-

layer-thickness of 50 m) compared to the 10 m top-layer-thickness in the CCSM3. A

lower vertical resolution damps the variability of the salinity signal and hence changes the
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simulated FW export variability. Support for the hypothesis that a high vertical resolution

might indeed be important to resolve the role of FW concentration changes for the Fram

Strait FW export variability comes from other model simulations with different vertical

resolutions. Köberle and Gerdes [2007] used a model with a surface layer of 50 m, and

found that FW concentration changes are not important for the variability of the Fram

Strait export, similar to the UVic ESCM results. Lique et al. [2009], on the other hand,

used a model with a surface layer thickness of 6 m, and found that FW concentration

changes drive a large part of the variability in Fram Strait, similar to the CCSM3 results.

We therefore suggest that a high vertical resolution is important for the proper simulation

of the FW export variability in Fram Strait.

As the results presented here are from one model only, it would be desirable that other

models also include FW tracers in the future, to test and refine the mechanisms proposed

here. In addition, it is important to note that the channels between the New Siberian

Islands (separating the East Siberian Sea and the Laptev Sea) and the Eurasian coast are

closed in the CCSM3, due to the model resolution. As a result, the eastward transport of

runoff from the Laptev Sea into the East Siberian Sea is small, and the simulated shifts

in the shelf-basin exchange between the Lomonosov and Mendeleev ridge are not as large

as described by Schlosser et al. [2002] and Newton et al. [2008]. Furthermore, the closed

Nares Strait in the model affects the simulated partitioning between FW from different

sources in Fram Strait as well as the magnitude of the FW export through Fram Strait and

the CAA. In spite of these model shortcomings, the agreement between the simulated and

observed features (e.g., the off-shelf transport of runoff during negative Vorticity index
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phases and the contribution of FW from different sources to the FW export through the

CAA and Fram Strait) gives credibility to the presented model results.

Climate simulations predict large changes in the Arctic during the 21st century, includ-

ing a disappearance of the summer sea-ice cover [Holland et al., 2006a; Zhang and Walsh,

2006; Stroeve et al., 2008; Wang and Overland , 2009] and an increased liquid FW export

from the Arctic [Holland et al., 2006b, 2007; Koenigk et al., 2007; Arzel et al., 2008].

These changes might lead to changes in the Arctic Ocean circulation, as suggested by

some model simulations. However, the direction of these changes remains unknown, due

to contradicting model results. For instance, Otter̊a and Drange [2004] showed that under

increased runoff and decreased sea-ice cover, the simulated Beaufort Gyre circulation is

stronger due to increased horizontal density gradients in the central Arctic and a more

efficient momentum transfer through the thinner sea-ice cover. However, Gao et al. [2009]

found that in a 2 × CO2 simulation, which has a similar climatic effect as prescribed by

Otter̊a and Drange [2004], the TDS disappears and the Beaufort Gyre is much weaker.

Even though these simulated changes in the circulation are very different, both would sig-

nificantly change the FW pathways and export variability of FW from different sources.

We next plan to investigate these future changes in the Arctic circulation in more detail,

to study how the key mechanisms presented here might change during the 21st century.
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Figure 1. Map showing the land/ocean configuration of the CCSM3 (black outline)

and the ocean boundaries used to calculate oceanic FW fluxes (red lines). Note that the

CAA consists only of Barrow Strait in this model, as Nares Strait is closed. As explained

in the text, the surface flux due to river runoff, and hence also the runoff tracer, is spread

out into the ocean (see shaded colors), with highest concentrations (warm shaded colors)

added at the coasts. The boundaries (grey lines) and names of the shelf basins used to

add the tracer for runoff into the Beaufort Sea (BFT), East Siberian Sea (ESS), Laptev

Sea (LAP), Kara Sea (KAR), Barents Sea (BAR), and Lincoln Sea (LIN) are also shown.

The area used to calculate the Vorticity index used in section 5 is outlined in green.
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Table 1. Climatological Arctic Ocean freshwater (FW) budget based on the CCSM3
1990 equilibrium simulation (averaged over simulation years 440–539) and on observa-
tions. In the first column, the FW fluxes calculated relative to 34.7 are shown. 34.7
is the reference salinity used to calculate the virtual salt fluxes in the CCSM3, and the
reference salinity used in the rest of the article. For comparison with observations and
other studies, column two shows the CCSM3 fluxes relative to 34.8. Column three shows
the observational FW budget, relative to a reference salinity of 34.8. All observational
values are taken from Serreze et al. [2006], except for the Bering Strait sea-ice flux, which
is based on Woodgate and Aagaard [2005]. All FW fluxes are given in km3/year. They
are net annual mean fluxes through a channel, combining negative and positive fluxes
through a strait, where applicable. All oceanic fluxes are calculated over the full depth of
the water column at the boundaries. Positive values indicate FW sources, and negative
values indicate FW sinks for the Arctic Ocean. Note that because Nares Strait is closed
in the model, the Fram Strait FW fluxes include FW fluxes that should go through Nares
Strait.

FW fluxes CCSM3 CCSM3 Observations

SRef=34.7 SRef=34.8 SRef=34.8

River runoff 4281 4281 3200

Net precipitation 2002 2002 2000

Bering Strait solid FW 124 124 100

CAA solid FW −52 −52 −160

Fram Strait solid FW −2238 −2239 −2300

Barents Sea Opening solid FW −9 −9 –

Bering Strait liquid FW 3033 3111 2500

CAA liquid FW −1569 −1598 −3200

Fram Strait liquid FW −4929 −5405 −2660

Barents Sea Opening liquid FW −1218 −786 −90

Net −575 −571 −610
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Table 2. Contribution of FW from different sources (calculated from the tracers) to

the total liquid FW export (calculated from the salinity) from the Arctic Ocean. The first

number gives the amount in km3/yr, followed by the percentage of how much FW from

an individual source contributes to the total liquid FW export (calculated from salinities)

through each strait. In difference to Table 1, which showed the net fluxes over the full

depth, this table shows southward fluxes in the top 247 m only. Negative numbers stand

for an export of negative FW. “Rest” stands for the part of the liquid FW export that is

not accounted for by the FW tracers, for reasons explained in section 3.1.

Source of FW Fram Strait CAA

Barents Sea runoff 603 10.4% 11 0.7%

Kara Sea runoff 1595 27.6% 19 1.2%

Laptev Sea runoff 1070 18.3% 43 2.8%

East Siberian Sea runoff 452 7.7% 35 2.2%

Beaufort Sea runoff 266 4.6% 480 30.4%

Lincoln Sea runoff 249 4.3% 20 1.3%

Precipitation 1230 21.3% 109 7.0%

Evaporation −925 −16.0% −68 −4.3%

Sea-ice melt 8881 153.0% 1910 122.0%

Sea-ice formation −9676 −166.9% −1795 −114.9%

Pacific FW 2788 47.9% 930 59.1%

Atlantic FW −1028 −17.8% −43 −2.8%

Rest 325 5.6% −74 −4.7%

Total FW 5830 100% 1577 100%
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Figure 2. Total liquid FW (calculated from salinity) and FW tracer exports [km3/yr]

through (a) Fram Strait (top 247 m, outflow only) and (b) the CAA. Positive fluxes stand

for an export of FW, negative fluxes for an export of negative FW. The average simulated

FW fluxes due to FW from each tagged source are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Cross-correlation between the annual FW input and the total annual export

of liquid FW (through Fram Strait, CAA, and the Barents Sea Opening combined) from

different sources (black lines in a–f). This shows how much the input variability from each

source affects the variability of the FW export. Also shown is the cross-correlation between

the annual FW inputs from different sources and the time derivative of the storage of FW

from these sources in the Arctic Ocean (grey lines in a–f), which shows how much changes

in the FW input affect the FW storage. The 95% significance level for all correlations is

indicated by dashed black lines. A positive lag means that the FW input leads the FW

export.
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Figure 4. FW export anomaly for (a) Fram Strait and (b) CAA, split up into con-

tributions from FW concentration changes (C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉, in red) and from velocity changes

(v′
⊥
〈CFW 〉, in blue). FW export anomalies from the advection of FW concentration

anomalies by the velocity anomaly (C ′

FW v′
⊥
) are very small, and not shown. The total

liquid FW export anomaly due to FW from each source is shown as black line. Posi-

tive values show an increased FW export compared to the mean, and negative values a

decreased FW export.
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Figure 5. As Fig. 4a, but split up into FW from different sources, to show whether FW
concentration or velocity anomalies dominate the export variability of FW from different
sources. In red, FW export anomalies due to FW concentration changes (C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉), and
in blue FW export anomalies due to velocity anomalies (v′

⊥
〈CFW 〉). FW export anomalies

from the advection of FW concentration anomalies by the velocity anomaly (C ′

FW v′
⊥
) are

very small, and not shown. The total liquid FW export anomaly due to FW from each
source is shown as black line. Note the different scales in the different panels. Also note
that because the NSIM and ice formation export is negative in Fram Strait, a negative
anomaly in (e) and (g) indicates an increased export of negative FW.
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Table 3. The variance (r2 values) of the total FW export and the FW export from

individual sources that is explained by FW concentration anomalies (C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉) and ve-

locity anomalies (v′
⊥
〈CFW 〉). This indicates whether the export variability in Fram Strait

and the CAA is mainly due to changes in the concentration of FW, or whether it is due

to changes in the amount of water leaving the Arctic. All listed r2 values are statistically

significant at the 95% confidence level.

Source of FW Fram Strait CAA

C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉 v′
⊥
〈CFW 〉 C ′

FW 〈v⊥〉 v′
⊥
〈CFW 〉

Total FW export 0.36 0.43 0.11 0.78

Pacific FW 0.70 0.14 0.25 0.78

North American runoff 0.57 0.14 0.33 0.70

Eastern Eurasian runoff 0.82 0.05 0.78 0.31

Western Eurasian runoff 0.76 0.30 0.86 0.26

Sea-ice formation 0.36 0.22 0.38 0.68

Sea-ice melt 0.33 0.28 0.18 0.79

NSIM 0.86 not sign. 0.92 not sign.

Precipitation 0.32 0.56 0.57 0.60

Evaporation 0.41 0.59 0.60 0.58

Net precipitation 0.53 0.18 0.56 0.58
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Figure 6. As Fig. 5, but for the CAA FW export. Note that the CAA export due

to NSIM is on average positive (i.e. more sea-ice melt than sea-ice formation), except

between simulation years 486–495. This means that negative anomalies of NSIM indicate

a smaller export of positive NSIM, except between 486–495, when negative anomalies

indicate an increased export of negative NSIM.
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(a)
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Figure 7. In the top row (a–c), correlations between the SLP field and the total
FW export (a), the velocity driven FW export anomaly (b), and the FW concentration
driven FW export anomaly (c) for Fram Strait are shown. In the middle row (d–e),
the correlation between the SLP field and the Eurasian runoff (d) and Pacific FW (e)
concentration anomalies in Fram Strait is shown. In the bottom row (f–h), the correlation
between the SLP field and the total FW export (f), the velocity driven FW export anomaly
(g), and the FW concentration driven FW export anomaly (h) for the CAA are shown.
Correlation fields are shown for the year with the maximum correlation, and the lag (if >
0 years) is given in the top right corner (in years). Correlations not significant at the 95%
level are masked by black dots. Panels a–c and f–h clearly show that the AO/NAO has
a large influence on the variability of the velocity driven FW export anomaly, but that
the FW concentration driven FW export anomaly is related to SLP anomalies over the
central Arctic. Panels d–e illustrate that FW from Eurasian runoff and Pacific FW has
a maximum concentration in Fram Strait during opposite phases of SLP anomalies over
the Arctic Ocean.
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(a)

(b)

Eastern Eurasian runoff
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Figure 8. Shown are the mean FW column [m] and velocity [cm/s] in the upper 247 m
(left side) over simulation year 440 to 539 and the difference between composites of high
and low phases of FW concentration anomalies in Fram Strait (right side) for FW from
individual sources (eastern Eurasian river runoff (a), western Eurasian runoff (b), Pacific
FW (c), and North American runoff (d)). Red colors in the difference plots indicate that
the FW concentration from a given source is increased in that region during periods when
the concentration of FW from this source in Fram Strait is high, compared to periods of
low concentrations of FW from this source in Fram Strait. Composites are formed from
years when FW concentration anomalies in Fram Strait are one standard deviation larger
and smaller than the mean. The ocean velocity field is represented by polylines tangent
to the instantaneous flow in the neighborhood of the grid point, with a reference vector
[cm/s] in the lower right corner. Figure continues on the next page.
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Pacific FW

North American runoff
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Figure 8. (continued)
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Figure 9. Shown are composites of the simulated SLP pattern (shaded) and 1000 hPa

wind [cm/s] over the ocean during (a) positive and (b) negative Vorticity index phases, to

indicate the typical SLP pressure pattern associated with different phases of the Vorticity

index. Composites are formed from years with a Vorticity index one standard deviation

higher and lower than the mean.
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Table 4. Maximum correlation of the 3-year running mean Vorticity index with

the total Fram Strait FW export, the velocity driven FW export anomaly, and the FW

concentration anomaly (total and from different sources), together with the lag [in years]

at which they occur. Only correlation coefficients significant at the 95% level or higher

are shown.

FW export anomaly Correlation Lag [yr]

Total FW export 0.37 & −0.43 0 & 3

Velocity of FW export −0.34 2

Total FW concentration 0.33 & −0.37 0–1 & 3

Pacific FW concentration 0.64 1

N. American runoff concentration 0.43 1–2

E. Eurasian runoff concentration −0.35 3

W. Eurasian runoff concentration −0.35 1–2

NSIM FW concentration 0.45 1

Net precipitation FW concentration 0.43 1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. In (a), the correlation between the FW storage in the top 247 m and the
annual Vorticity index is shown. Correlations below the 95% significance level are masked
by black dots. The dipole pattern in the correlation between the Vorticity index and the
FW export leads to different responses of the Eurasian runoff and the Pacific FW to the
forcing by the Vorticity index. In (b), a difference plot of the FW column [m] from eastern
Eurasian runoff between composites of years with a very positive and very negative annual
Vorticity index are shown (composites are formed from years with one standard deviation
larger or smaller than the mean). Red (blue) colors indicate regions where more (less)
eastern Eurasian runoff is present during positive Vorticity index phases. Hence, this
figure shows that during positive Vorticity index phases, the runoff from eastern Eurasia
stays on the shelf, whereas during negative Vorticity index phases, the simulated runoff
leaves the Eurasian shelf and enters the TDS.
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Figure 11. As Fig. 8, but for the FW concentration driven FW export anomalies in

the CAA from (a) Pacific FW, (b) North American runoff, (c) eastern and (d) western

Eurasian runoff. Figure continues on the next page.
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Figure 11. (continued)
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